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In the present paper the expected average reward criterion is considered instead of the average 
expected reward criterion commonly used in stochastic dynamic programming. This new criterion 
seems to be more natural and yields stronger results. In addition to the theory of Markov chains, 
the theory of martingales will be used. This paper is concerned with Markov decision models 
with finite state space, arbitrary action space and bounded reward functions. In such a model 
there is always available a Markov policy which almost maximizes the average reward over a unit 
of time for different criteria. If the action space is a compact metric space there is even a stationary 
policy with the same property; further if a stationary policy is optimal for one criterion then this 
policy is optimal for all average reward criteria. Thus the paper solves some problems posed by 
Demko and Hill (1984). 
AMS Subject Classifications: 60J10, 90C47. 
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1. Introduction and main results 
Consider a Markovian decision model [MDM] defined by (/, A(i), r(i, a), pij(a)). 
Such a model describes a dynamic system which is observed by a decision maker 
at discrete time points t = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  to be in one of the states of the state space I. 
We assume that I is finite. If  at time point t the system is observed in state i, the 
decision maker controls the system by choosing an action from the action space 
A(i) ,  the set of available actions, which is independent of t. If action a is chosen 
in state i, then the following happens, independently of the history of the process: 
- a reward r(i, a) is earned immediately where r(i, a) is a bounded function. 
- the system will be in state j at the next time point with transition probability 
pu(a). 
A decision rule 7r, at time t is a function that assigns to each action the probability 
of that action being taken at time t; in general, it may depend on all realized states 
up to and including time t and all realized actions up to time t. A policy ~r is a 
sequence of decision rules ~ = (Tr0, ~'1, ~r2,...). If all decision rules depend only 
on the present state and the time point then this policy is called a Markov policy. 
A policy is said to be stationary and deterministic if all decision rules are identical 
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and nonrandomized.  Hence a stationary and deterministic policy is completely 
described by a mapping f :  / + A := !,_)~ ~ A(i) such that f ( i )  ~ A(i) for each i ~ I and 
denoted by f~.  Under each stationary policy f~  the sequence of states forms a 
Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities. Let A be the set of all policies. 
Set F := X i~ A(i) and identify F with the class of all deterministic stationary 
policies, a is a o--algebra on A such that r(i, a) and p~j(a) are measurable in a on 
A(i). For a fixed initial state i0 = i each policy 7r defines a probability measure P~,. 
on the trajectory space 
(~0, y )= ( I  x A), (~(l)®a) 
0 
and a stochastic process {(X,,  A,) ,  n/> 0} where X,  and A,  describe the state and 
action at time n, respectively. We shall denote by E~,,~ the expectation with respect 
to the measure Pi,~. We write, for f~  F, 
P(f) := (pij(f(i)); i, je I) (transition matrix) 
and 
r(i,f) := r(i,f(i)) 
1 / ' l - - I  
P*(f) := lim - -  Y. (P(f))' (Cesaro-limit, cp. [1]) 
n-*Oo F/ t=O 
We also agree to identify real-valued functions on I with the corresponding column 
vectors and an (in)equality connecting two vectors means that the corresponding 
relation is fulfilled coordinatewise. By [B] we denote the closure of a set B. If  we 
consider another MDM'  then every quantity is denoted by ..... 
Let ]llz II o denote the total-variation of a measure/z.  If L = (10) is a matrix of order 
n x m and r = (r;) a vector of dimension n then we denote 
I ILI[:  ~ ~ [lijl, I[rll = ~ Ir, I. 
i=1  j= l  i=1  
The aim of control is to maximize the average reward over a unit of time. This 
is done for several different criteria. Usually the following two criteria _V and V are 
considered (cp. [1,4, 8-13, 15, 17, 19]). For all i e / ,  7 tea  the average expected 
reward over a unit of time is defined by 
=or(Xa'] 
or  
1 in-, _V( i, 7r) := lim E,,~ Y, r(X,,  A,) . 
rl ---* oo t :0  
Dubins and Savage in I-6] considered as the gain function the expectation 
E lim r(X,, A,) where only the top rewards are counted. This is not so if we consider 
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the expected average reward over a unit of time which is defined for all i ~ / ,  ~- ~ A 
by 
O ( i' Tr ) := Ei" ~ [1-~ ,-,oo -n n-  r( Xt , At )] 
or  
_U(i, 7r):= E,,~ [ __  lim 1 .-1 )] -- ~ r(X~,At . 
n~oO /'/ t=0 3 
These criteria are close to the usual criteria V. Mandl [18] first used the criterion 
O for the irreducible case. The criteria _U and O are in some sense the more natural 
criteria and the known results of dynamic programming like the optimality equation 
and optimality principle for general gain functions like Eg(Xo, A0, X~,. . . )  can be 
used. For the criteria I7" and V we need the theory of Markov chains but for the 
criteria O and U we have to use some results of the martingale theory (cp. [18]). 
Since for any f~ F the limit for the criterion V exists we write V( f  °°) instead of 
_V(f °°) or lT(f~). 
Set 
V(i) := sup V(i, "n'), 
vr~A 
l)(i) := sup V(i, zr) 
,rr E Zl 
and 
U( i ) := sup U(i, 7r), 
vrEA 
O(i) := sup O(i, 7r) 
~-~A 
for all i ~ L 
A policy ~r is called e-optimal, e >10, for a criterion W = _V, V, _U, 0 if W(~r)/> W-  e 
and is called strongly e-optimal, e >I O, for the criterion I7" or O if _V(zr) I> 17"- e or 
U(Tr) >i U -e .  A (strongly 0-optimal policy is called an (strongly) optimal policy. 
i-~ addition we need the value functions for the class of stationary policies 
vs(i) := sup V( i , f  °°) and US(i) := sup U( i , f  °°) 
f~  F f~  F 
for all i ~ L Set 
\ ]  / - 
K := sup sup [r(i, ap I -- ~x;. 
i~ l  a~A( i )  
(1.1) 
We also consider the r-discounted reward under a policy zr, which is defined by 
oo 
V~(i, ~r):= Z flnE,,,~[r(X,,A,)] 
t=0 
for all i ~ L 
Set 
V~(i) :=supV~(i ,  zr) fora l l  i~L  
~rEA 
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Very important for the proofs in this paper is the existence of bounded functions 
g and h for a fixed e >/0 such that 
sup P( f )g  = g 
fe  F 
and 
sup{r(f) + P(f)h} <~ h + g + e. 
f~F  
The first equation is denoted by "first optimality equation" and the last inequality 
by "e-optimality inequality". 
In Fainberg's paper [11] a summary of theorems on the existence of optimal and 
e-optimal policies, depending on the properties of the state space and the action 
space, is given for the criteria V. It is well known that if the state and action space 
is finite there exists an (strongly) optimal stationary policy for the criteria _V and 
~'; there even exists a bounded solution of the optimality equation (see [8, 9]). But 
if the action space is compact or the state space is countable there may not exist 
an optimal policy (see [8, 11]). In a series of papers ([8, 10, 11], and others) sufficient 
conditions are investigated for the existence of optimal stationary and e-optimal 
policies. It was shown in [4, 8] that there exists an "almost" optimal stationary 
policy for the criterion V if the sets A(i) are compact. Fainberg [10] extended this 
result to the criterion 12. In [4, 8, 10], and [11] also reward functions bounded only 
from above with values in [-oo, co) are considered. For a finite state space it is 
natural to consider bounded reward functions. In [4] and [ 11] examples were cited 
showing that in the case where the state space is finite and the action space is an 
arbitrary set, there may not exist an e-optimal randomized stationary policy but 
there exists an e-optimal deterministic Markov policy. 
Demko and Hill [5] considered the criteria U and 0 but only for a special gain 
function. 
The aim is to extend some results, which we know for the criteria _V and ~' to 
the criteria U and O. We are able to simplify the proofs in the literature considerably 
and to show that all results for the criteria V and V can be carried over to the other 
criteria _U and O. 
Under the following assumption: 
Assumption (A) (cp. [4, 8, 10]). For any i e I we have 
(i) A(i) is a compact metric space, 
(ii) r(i, a) is upper semicontinuous in a, 
(iii) pi~(a) is continuous in a for all j e / ,  
we are able to prove that for any e > 0 there exists some deterministic stationary 
policy which is (strongly) e-optimal for any of the four criteria. Without assumption 
(A) we can show that there exists some deterministic Markov policy which is 
(strongly) e-optimal for any criteria. Moreover we are able to prove that _U = 0 = 
V=V.  
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2. The existence of almost optimal stationary policies 
In [8, § 6.3] it is shown that under Assumption (A) there exists for any fl, 0 </3 < 1, 
an optimal stationary policy f~ in the/3-discounted model and that the optimality 
equation is fulfilled, i.e. 
V~(i) = sup {r ( i ,a )+f l  ~. p i j (a)V~( j )}  
a~A(i)  j~ l  
=r( i , f~( i ) )+~ ~ p i j ( f~( i ) )V~( j , f~) )  (OGe) 
j~ l  
= V~( i , f~)  for all i~ I. 
For any fe  F there exists some bounded function h" I-~ R such that 
r ( f )+  P ( f )h  = h+ V( f  ~) 
(cp. [8, § 7.8]). Mandl showed for the irreducible case that 
lim 1 "-~ - ~ r(X, ,  A,)  = V( i , f  ~) Pi.f~-a.s. for all i e I. (2.1) 
n~X3 /'/ t=0 
But, if the Markov chain defined by f has more than one closed class, this equation 
may not be true. Consider the following example: 
Example. Consider a MDM (/, A( i ) ,  r(i, a), po(a)) where 
I = {c, b, g} 
and, for a f ~ F, 
{i Po(f( i ) )  = 
for i= j  = b, 
for i = j  = g, 
for i = c, j  = b, 
for i = c, j  = g, 
for i = c, b, 
for i = g. 
Then 
V(c, f°°)=½ 
and 
lim -- r (X , , f (X , ) )= l~g~(X~). 
n~OO /'1 t=0 
So the equation (2.1) is not true. Hence Mandl's method will not work for the 
present more general situation. We have the following results (which are known 
from [1] and [8] for the criteria V). 
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Lemma 2.1. For any f ~ F we have that 
1 n-1 1 n-1 
lim -- ~ r(X,, At) = lim -- Y, V(X~, f  ~) P~:~-a.s. for all i c I 
n~OO /'/ t=0 n~cX~ H t=0 
and 
U(f°°)  = 0( f~)  = V( f  ~) = P* ( f ) r ( f )  
= lim( 1 - /3  ) V t3 ( f  oo). 
/3T1 
Proof. It is well known (cp. [8, § 7.1if] and [1]) that for any policy f~ ,  f~  F 
V ( f~)  = lim( 1 - fl ) V t3 ( f~)  = P* ( f )  r(f). (2.2) 
Let f~ ,  f~  F, be a fixed stationary policy. Then there exists a bounded function h 
satisfying 
P( f )V( f°~)  = V( f  ~) and r ( f )+P( f )h=h+ V( f~) .  (2.3) 
Set W:= V( f~) ,  P := P( f )  and r := r(f) .  First we want to show that 
n- -1  
l im- -~ W(X~) exists P;,ff-a.s. for all i~ I. 
n --.> ~ ~ t=0 
From (2.3) it follows that 
E, . s~[W(X,+, ) IXo ,X~, . . . ,X , ]= W(X,)  P~,s*-a.s. 
for all t ~ N and so W(X, )  is a martingale and applying Theorem 7.4.3 in [3] it 
follows that W(X, )  converges towards a random variable W ~ P~,f=-a.s. So we have 
that 
lim 1 . - !  - ~., W(X, )  = W ~ P;.s~-a.s. for all i ~ L 
n~OO ?~ t=0 
Now we will show that 
1 n - -1  
l im-Y~ r(X,) exists P~.s=-a.s. 
n~OO /'/ t=0 
Set 
and 
Y. := r (X . )+h(X .+ l ) -h (X . ) -  W(X . )  for any neNo 
(2.4) 
n-1  
M,,:= ~ Yj for all noN.  
j=O 
Then Y, is o'(X0, X1, X2, .  • . ,  X ,+ I ) -~  measurable and for any initial state i ~ I we 
have that 
E~.so~[M,+,I(Xo, X , . . . ,X , ) ]=  M,  P,,s~-a.s. 
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So M, is a martingale and since [Y,I <~ C <oo it follows, applying Theorem 32.1.E 
in [17], that 
lim 1 M, = 0 Pi.f=-a.s. for all i 6 L 
Hence (since h is bounded) 
0 ,im'r ' ] = -- r (X , )+h(X , ) -h (Xo) -  Y" W(X , )  
n~oo n L t=O t=o 
= lim -- r (X , ) -  ~ W(X,) P~ y=-a.s. 
n--*~ r/ L t=0 t=O " 
for all i c / ,  
and with (2.4) we get 
lim 1 "-; 1 ,-1 - Y~ r(X,)= l im-  ~ W(X,) Pi.~-a.s. for all i~ I. (2.5) 
n~oO n t=0 n - .oo  n t=0 
With the dominated convergence theorem (and by the definition of W) we get 
U( f  ~) = V( f  ~) = O( f~) .  [] (2.6) 
So we write U( f  °°) instead of U( f  ~) or U( f  ~) and we get that U s= W. In a 
similar way as in [8, § 7.13] Sch~il [20] shows that, under Assumption (A), 
limt3¢~(1-/3) V t3 exists and so we get the following results. 
Lemma 2.2. Under Assumption (A), 
(i) V s = l imt~(1- f l )V  t3 : V= U; 
(ii) for any e > 0 there exists some f 6 F such that 
U( f~)>>-U-e  and V( f~)>-_V-e .  
Proof. (i) In [8, § 7.13] it is shown that 
Vs=V (2.7) 
and with Lemma 2.1 and Fatou's Lemma we get 
U = V. (2.8) 
In [20] it is shown that 
l im(1-/3)V t3 = W 
t33'1 
and so we get (i). 
(ii) In [4, 8] and [10] it was already proved that for every e > 0 there exists 
some fe  F such that V( f  °°) >I V -  e and, with (2.6) and (2.8), (ii) follows. [] 
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and 
This lemma is also true for reward functions bounded only from above. Define 
g:= V= U= V s= U s =l im(1- /3 )V  t3 
t3? l
s:=tsl. 
For the proof of Lemma 2.2 it is very important hat S is finite and for the proof 
of the next lemma that lim~_.,~(1 - /3 )V  t3 exists and is equal to g. 
Lemma 2.3. Under assumption (A) we have for any i ~ I that 
(i) sup,,~A<i)~j~, PO(a)g(j) = g(i); 
(ii) for any e > 0 there exists some bounded function h such that 
and 
sup {r ( i ,a )+ Y, Po(a )h( j )}<~g( i )+h( i )+e  
a~A(i) j~! 
sup {r(i, a)+ ~ p,j(a)[h(j)-g(j)]} <~ h(i)+ e. 
a~A(i) j~l 
Proof. (i) see [8, § 7.13]. 
(ii) Choose an e>0.  From Lemma 2.2 it follows that limt3~l(1-/3)V t3 =g. and 
since I is finite we can find a/3, 1 >/3 > 0, such that 
11(1-/3)v' -gll (2.9) 
Set h := V t3 then 
K 
Ilhll = IIV ll < <~ (2.10) 1-/3 
and, for a fixed i 6 1 and a ~ A( i ) ,  
r(i, a )+ Y. p~j(a)h(j) 
jel 
=r(i,a)+/3 Y~ pij(a)Vt3(j)+ Z Pi j (a)(1-/3)Vt3(J)  
j~l j~l 
Vt3(i)+ Y~ pij(a)[(1-/3) Vt3(j)-g(j)]+ Y~ pij(a)g(j) (OGre) 
j~l j~l 
<~h(i)+ ~ p i j (a )g ( j )+e<-h( i )+g( i )+s  (see (2.9) and (i)). 
j~l 
Hence 
aeA(i)t j~f 
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and 
9?APi){r(i, a) 
for a l l i eL  [] 
+ ~ Pu(a)h(j)}<~h(i)+g(i)+e 
j e l  
The following lemma was proved for the criteria V in [8, § 7.9]. 
Lemma 2.4. I f  for an e > 0 there exist bounded functions ~, and h, ~,, h" I --> R, such 
that, for any i e I, 
(i) sup,,~A(i){L~ , Pij(a)~,(j)}= ~(i), and 
(ii) sup,~A(,){r(i, a)+ ~j~, p~j(a)h(j)} <~ h(i)+ ~,(i)+ e 
then we get 
Proof. Set 
Z(i, a):=r(i,a)+ ~ pi j (a)h(j)-h( i) -~,( i)  
j E I  
for all a e A( i) ,  ie I ;  then it follows from (ii) that 
sup Z(i,a)<-e for all i e I .  
a~A( i )  
Define 
and 
Y, := r( X,,, A,) + h(X,,+l) - h( X~) - ~( X~) - Z( X,,, A,,) 
n-1  
M, := ~ Ym for a l lneN.  
m=0 
(2.11) 
for n e Mo 
and so, with (2.11), 
0= lira l r~  1 - 
n--,~ n l-  t=O 
n--1 n--I 
r (X , ,A , )+h(X , ) -h (Xo) -  ~, ~(X, ) -  ~'. 
t=O t=O 
Z(X, ,A, )  1 
>11im-~l"-~ 
n~OO n t=0 
r(X,,At) lim 1 "-~ 
n-*Oo n t=O 
~(X, ) -  e Pi : -a.s.  
1 
lim - M, = 0 Pi : -a.s.  
n ---~ OO n 
For all n eNoY, is tr(Xo, Ao , . . . ,A ,+, ) -~  measurable. Now we choose a fixed 
initial state i and a fixed policy 7r. Then we get, from (ii), 
Ei:[Y,  IXo, Ao, X , , . . . ,A , ) ]=O P,: -a.s.  
and so M,  is a martingale. Since [ Y, [~ C < oo for all n e No we get, applying Theorem 
32.1.E in [17], that 
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Hence 
1 n - -1  
l im ~ r(Xt, A,)<~ l im 1 ,,-1 - -  -- ~, ~o(X,)+e P~,~-a.s. (2.12) 
n---~oo r l  t=0 n-~c~ n t=0 
and 
U(i, ~) ~ Ei,,, l im 1 n-1 
- E e .  
n~OO n t=O 
(2.13) 
From (i) it follows that Eo~[~(X,) ] <~ ~(i) for all i ~/ ,  n ~ No and so 
lim 1 . -1 - E E, ,~[~(Xj) ]<~(i ) .  
n~oo Yl j=O 
(2.14) 
Also from (i) it follows that ~(X,)  is a supermartingale (g(X, )  is cr(Xo, Ao,. •., A,) -  
measurable and Ei,=[~o(X,,+I)[Xo, Ao , . . . ,A , ]<~(X, , )  P~,,~-a.s.). Applying 
Theorem 7.4.2 in [3] we have that ~(X, )  converges towards a random variable W '= 
P~,=-a.s. ( sup ,~ o Ei,~,l~(x,)[<~ K). So we have 
n- -1  
l im-  Y. 
n~OO n t=O 
~,(X,) = V i'= Pi,,~-a.s. 
Hence 
E i ,~ .V  i'~ = E l ,  ~ l im _~1 . -1  
n~OO n t=O 
l im 1 ,,-1 = -- E E,,=[~(X,)] 
n-~Oo n t=o 
~<~(i) (dominated convergence and (2.14)). (2.15) 
From (2.13) and (2.15) it follows that U(i, ~)<~ ~( i )+ e and since i and v were 
arbitrary chosen we get that 
O~<g+e.  [] (2.16) 
Now we can prove that I] =g  and so we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Under Assumption (A)  
(i) V= (z=U=O= W=U*=I im,  t l (1 -~)V  ~ (=g) ;  
(ii) for any e > 0 there exists some f c F such that 
V(f~)>~ ~' -e= V-e  and U( f °~)>~( J -e :U-e .  
Proof. (i) Choose a fixed e > 0. Then by Lemma 2.3 there exists a bounded function 
h such that 
sup Y~ pii(a)g(j)=g(i) (2.18) 
a~A( i )  j~ l  
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and 
sup {r( i ,a)+ Y. pij(a)h(j)}<---h(i)+g(i)+e fo ra l l i6L  (2.19) 
acA(i) j~I 
From (2.18) and (2.19) it follows with Lemma 2.4(i) that 
U<---g+e. 
Since e was arbitrary chosen and g<~ I?~< 0 (Fatou's Lemma) we have 
v=O=g.  
(ii) follows from (2.21) and Lemmas 2.2(ii) and 2.1. [] 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
In [10, Lemma 9] it was already proved that 
_V= ~'= W =l im(1- /3 )V  ' 
and that there exists for any e > 0 some f~ F such that 
Q(f~) = _V(f ~)t> V-e  = _V-e. 
We get these results in an easier way than in [10]. So far we proved the existence 
of "almost optimal" stationary policies. It is known that even under Assumption 
(A) there may not exist an optimal policy (cp. [8, § 7.8]) but it follows from Theorem 
2.5(i) that if there exists an optimal stationary policy for one of the four criteria 
then this policy is (strongly) optimal for all criteria. 
Corollary 2.6. There exists an (strongly) optimal stationary policy for every criterion 
if one of the following assumptions holds: 
(i) A(i) is finite for any i~ I (cp. [9]); 
(ii) III = 2 (cp. [9]),  
(iii) P*(-)  is continuous on F (cp. [15, Theorem 10.4]); 
(iv) there exists an optimal policy for one of the criteria _V, V, U, _U; 
(v) each Markov Chain defined by f has a single ergodic class (cp. [8, 9]); 
(vi) the sets 
Y~ = {y ~ R" [there exists a, a ~ A(i), with Yi =pi (a)} 
have a finite number of extreme points (cp. [9]). 
3. The existence of almost optimal Markov policies 
If we do not have Assumption (A) in [4] an example is given which shows that 
there exists no e-optimal stationary policy for an e > 0 (so V s < V). But as we will 
show below there exists an e-optimal Markov policy for any e > 0 and any criterion. 
For that purpose we embed the model MDM in a model MDM' which fulfills 
Assumption (A). 
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Definition. A MDM defined by ( I ,A ' ( i ) ,  r'(i, a) ,p~(a))  is a representation of a 
MDM defined by (/, A(i) ,  r(i, a) ,po(a))  if for every i c  I there exists a surjective 
mapping ~bj of the set A( i )  onto the set A'(i)  such that 
pij( a ) = p'ij( ~bi( a ) ) 
and 
r(i ,a)=r'(i ,~b~(a)) fora l l  a~A( i ) ,  i~L  
Remark. It is easy to see that U' = U. For any f '  ~ F '  there exists some f~ F such 
that U' ( f  '~) = U( f  ~) and conversely. A similar definition to the above and a lemma 
similar to the following were given in [11] .  
Lemma 3.1. For any MDM ( I ,A ( i ) , r ( i ,a ) ,P i j (a ) )  there exists a 
(I, A'(i), r'(i, a),p'ij(a)) such that 
- [A'( i)] is a compact metric set for any i~ I 
- r'(i, a) and p'ij(a) are uniformly continuous on A'( i) for all i ~ L 
representation 
Proof. For any i~ I define a mapping 4'i of  the set A(i)  onto R ~+~ by 
~bi(a) := (r(i, a), pi,(a) " • • pis(a)) 
and set 
A'( i)  := agi (A( i ) )cR s+', 
r'(i, u):= ul (projecting from R s÷l to R), 
p'i.(u) := (u2" • • us÷l) (projecting from R s÷~ to Rs). 
The MDM'  ( I ,A ' ( i ) , r ' ( i , a ) ,p~(a) )  is a representation of the model MDM. By 
construction we can see that A'(i) is bounded hence [A'( i)] is compact for all i ~/.  
Since 
IIp  (u ) -p ' i (u ' ) l l  Ilu - u'll 
and 
IIr'(i,u)-r'(i,u')ll< llu-u'll fo rany  u,u '~A ' ( i ) ,  i~ I ,  
we have that p~(-) and r'(i, • ) are uniformly continuous on A'(i)  for any i ~ L [] 
Lemma 3.2 (cp. Lemma 5 in [5]). Let f~ [F] ,  [F]  compact, and the functions pij(a) 
be uniformly continuous on A( i ) ,  then for any e > 0 there exists some deterministic 
Markov policy ~ ~ A such that 
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Proof. Let fe  Xi~1 [A(i)]  and e > 0 be fixed. Choose now a sequence {f-}-~o of 
jr, e F such that (since the functions pi~(a) are uniformly continuous) 
(a) f,(i)--> f ( i ) ,  
(3.2) 
(b) I l p , ( f . ) -p , ( f ) l l~e / (2s )  "+' 
for all i ~ L Define a Markov policy ~r with ¢r,(i) :=f ( i )  Vi ~ I and 
~:= U {Ax  X I A~@, ~( I )}  
T~ ~o l~ T I~ T 
where ~o is the set of all finite non empty subsets of •. Applying Theorem 1.3.4 in 
[3] we have that 
oo  
o-(~') = @ ~( I )  (3.3) 
o 
If B ~ s r then there exists a T ~ ~o, such that 
B=AxX I and A~@ ~( I ) .  
l~T I~T 
Set n := max{/ l /~ T}, P~ := P(f~), P '=  P ( f ) ;  then we have that 
IP,,~(B)-Pi.r~(B)I <~ E IPi°, "'" "-' . . . .  Pi,,_,i,, Pii, Pi._,i.I 
i l . .. inE l 
n--1 
<~s" max ]pi°, " " " pi._,i --Pii, "'" Pi,,_,i,,I 
i l ... inE l 
E 
<~2,+1 (see (3.2)). 
So we have for all B e s r that 
• e (3 .4 )  IPi~( B) -  Pijoo( B)l <~2 r 
Let/x be a probabil ity measure on (/-2, 7) then it follows from Theorem 8.1.1 in [2] 
and (3.3) that for any ~5 > 0, and A e y there exists some B e ~" such that tz(AAB) < 8. 
Choose 
E 
/z := ½(P~  + Pier ~) and 6 := --" 
• 15' 
then we have that 
P~,~( AAB ) + P~j.~o( AAB ) <-~, 
P~.~(AAB) <-~, 
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and 
e 
P~j~( AAB ) < -. 
8 
Hence 
e e 
, and IP,,f4B)-P,,.r4A)I<-.8 (3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that 
IP,,,~(A)-P,,f~(A)I 
= ] P,,~ ( A ) - P,,: ( B ) + P,,,~ (B ) - P,,.r~( B ) + P,,f ~( B ) - P,, f o~( A ) [ 
< [P,,,~(A) - P,,~.(B)I+IP,,~-(B)- P, , f~,(B)I+[P, , f~(B)-  P,,f-(J)l 
e e e e <~ -+-+ _ 
8 4 8  2" 
So for any A 6 3' we have that 
E IP,,=(A)- P,,r°°(A)l 
2 
(3.6) 
and since (see Lemma 1II.1.5 in [7])  
I1P~,~ - Pi, f~l[ ~ <~ 2 suplP~,~(A) - Pi,f~(A) t 
AcT  
we get 
tl P,,s ll  e. []  
Theorem 3.3. (i) _U = O = _V = l? (=  g'). 
(ii) For any e > 0 there exists some deterministic Markov policy rc such that 
U_ (Tr)>~ U-e= U_ -e  and _U(Tr):O(Tr)=_V(Tr)=f'(Tr) .  
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that without loss of generality, the sets [A(i)] 
can be assumed compact, while the functions pu(a) and r(i, a) are uniformly 
continuous in a. In view of the uniform continuity we shall extend the functions 
pu(a) and r(i, a) from A(i )  to [A(i)],  i, j s  I. 
Consider now the MDM'  defined by (/, [A(i)] ,  r(i, a) ,po(a)) .  For this model 
assumption (A) is fulfilled and so by virtue of Theorem 2.5 there exists in the MDM'  
for any e > 0 a stationary policy f~ ,  such that U'( f°°)  >1 U ' -  e >>- U-  e (since 
A(i)  c [A(i)] ,  i ~ I). Fix an e > 0 and let f~  be an e/2-opt imal  policy ( f~  e F'). 
Hence 
U,(f°~)>~ U_e-. (3.8) 
2 
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Now we consider a sequence {f.}-~o such that 
(a) f . ( i )~  f ( i ) , f . ( i )~A( i ) ,  
(b) I lp,.(f,( i))-pi.(f( i)) l l<~ 
1 E 
(2s) "+1 4K' (3.9) 
E 
(c) IIr(i,f.(i))-r(i,f(i))ll<~4s2,,+-------- ~ 
Let { "/Tk }ke~o 
~rk(i)=f+k(i) ,  iEI .  
From (3.9) we get 
Ilpi.(f)--p,.(f+k)[I <~ -
for all i 6 L 
be a sequence of Markov policies such that 
II P( f )  - P ( f+k )11 ~ (2s)-----7 
1 E 
(2s) '+' 4K(2s)  k' 
1 e 
4K(2s)  k' (3.10) 
II r ( f ) -  r(f,+k)ll <~ 
E 
2t+12k+2-  
From Lemma 3.2 and (3.10) it follows that 
Hence 
II P , ,~-  P,s~ll~ ~ ~  4K2 k for all i~/,  k~No, and 
1 n--1 --~ E 
- y. Ir(X,,f(X,))-r(X,,f,+k(X,)l~2k+2 
11 t=O 
for all k, n ~ No. 
(3.11) 
[_U(i, 7rk) - U'(i,f~)[ 
= Ei,,,k l im l  y~ 
k n--,oo 11 t=0 
"~ Ei,~r k 
+ 
r( X~ , f ~ + k ( X~ ) ) ] - E,,~k [ lim l i~=i ~n r (Xt ' f (X ' ) ) l  
l im l~ 1 ] [ 1~ 1 ] -- r (X , , f (X~))  - E ~ lim - r (X~,f(X,) )  i,f 
n~OO 11 t=O L n ' '~  11 t=0 
lim 1 .-1 ] l" 1 .-1 
--  ~, r (X t , f t+k(Xt ) )  - -E i~k  / l im-  Y'. r (X, , f (X~))  
n--,oo 11 t=0 " l n - - ,~  11 t=0 
[ l im 1"-1 1 "-1 ] Ei.~rk --  Y'. r (X, , f (X~))  -E i ,  f~  l im-  Y. r (X , , f (X , ) )  
k. n- .oo 11 t=0 n- - ,~ /1 t=0 
E 
~<5-~+llP,,=k-P,,s=ll~- K (see (3.11)) 
E E 
<~2--~+2--~ (see (3.11)) 
E 
~<~-i for all ie / ,  k~No. 
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So we have (see (3.8)) 
O(Irk)>~ U_ ('n'k) > - O ' ( f~)  - ~  e E E 2k+l t> I.~----2k~ _g -~-£  fo r  al l  k e No (3.12) 
and 
SE 
II 0 (~)  - _u(~)ll ~ 2--£- (3.13) 
Further we have for a fixed k e N that 
O ( i, "rr°) = E~, ~° [ lim l ~ ~ ] -- r (X , , f (X , ) )  
L n -* Oo rl t = k 
[ ,±  ] = E,,,~o l i ra -  r (X ,+k , f ,+k(X ,+k) )  
k. n~oo I"1 t=O 
r "' ] = E P , .~O(Xk=j)E j ,~k 1-[--m 1 E r (X , , f+k(Xt ) )  . 
j e  l L , - ,oo  n t=0 
So 
k-1 
O(Tr°) = I-[ P( f . )O("nk)  
rl=O 
and in a s imi lar way we can prove that 
k-1 
_U(Tr°) = I-I P( f . )U- ( 'n 'k)  • 
n=O 
From this it fol lows that we have for any k e N 
n=0 
S 'E  
2 k"  
Hence 
O(,rrO)= U(Tr°). (3.14) 
With Fatou's  lemma and (3.14) it fo l lows now that (,r := 7r °) 
_U(~') = _V(~r) = I7(7r) = O(Tr). (3.15) 
Since e was arbitrary we now get f rom (3.12) and (3.15) that  for any e >0 there 
exists some determinist ic  Markov  pol icy 7r such that 
_o(~)<- _o<- 0<- O_ (=)+e<- U+e. 
Hence _U = U. 
By Fatou's  Lemma we have that 
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and so 
_u: y :  9 :  O (:g').  [] 
Now we get the following Corollary which was already proved in [ 11 ] for reward 
functions bounded only from above. 
Corollary 3.4. For any e > 0 there exists some deterministic Markov policy 17" such that 
: 9-e :  Y-e. 
So for any e > 0 and any criterion there exists some (strongly) e-optimal deter- 
ministic Markov policy. I f  there exists an (e-) optimal stationary policy for one 
criterion, (e i> 0) then this policy is also (strongly) (e-) optimal for any criterion. 
Remarks 
- I f  we consider a special reward function r(i, a) = l{g} for some goal g~ I then 
we get the results of [5] from Theorem 2.5 and 3.3. Moreover we are able to consider 
as a goal not only a single state g but also a subset of states. 
- Demko and Hill had the same idea of proof (construction) as Fainberg [11]. 
In a similar way we get the result of this chapter. Since we consider only bounded 
reward functions our proofs are not so complicated as the ones in [10] and [11]. 
We are also able to extend the results of this paper to models with reward functions 
bounded only from above in the same way as Fainberg did. 
- The martingale ideas were also used in [5]. 
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